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Level: Elementary

Grammar: Present Simple; irregular verbs; Past Simple

Topic: Adjectives; Describing people; Love; 

 
1.Pre-listening:

to hurt 1) to cause physical pain to 
(someone or something) 
2)  to cause emotional pain or 
distress to (someone)

причинить боль; ранить; 
ушибить; травмировать;
задевать, обижать, делать 
больно

 
to scar

1) any mark left on the skin 
2) a change in a person's 
character resulting from 
emotional distress 
his wife's death left its scars 
on him

оставлять шрам; ранить

to take a lot of pain hurt причинять боль

to hold to maintain; to have or keep
to remain unbroken;
to support; 
to keep the attention of

содержать;
держать; 
обнимать;задерживать; 
удерживать, поддерживать;

to burn to destroy or be destroyed by 
fire; to flame (up)

гореть, пылать

to learn to study учиться, учить что-либо

to think to meditate; to
to exercise the mind

думать, мыслить, 
размышлять

to fool to trick someone, to cheat обманывать, одурачивать

to guess to say what you think is true, 
without being sure about it

гадать, догадываться; 
пытаться отгадать;

to know to understand something, be 
informed

знать, иметь представление 
(о чём-л.)

to make smb. blue to make somebody very sad, 
unhappy

делать несчастным

to wound to break skin or any organ in 
the body, hurt

1) ранить 2) причинять 
боль, задевать
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       strong     weak (not tough)               young                   sad, blue
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1. Listen to the song “Love hurts” by Nazareth and answer :
 
a. Is this song about happy or sad love?
b. Is he old or young?
c  According this song who believes in love?
 
 
2. Tick the verbs you hear in this song:
 

 1. hurt  5. wound  9.  guess

 2. break  6. suppose  10. believe 

 3. think  7. learn  11. hold

 4. cheat  8. burn  12. destroy
 
 
3. Remember the meanings of these verbs:
a.
1)to hurt,  2)to scar, 3)to wound, 4)to hold, 5)to burn, 6)to learn, 7)to guess, 8)to fool 
b.
(Put them in the alphabetical order)
 
1..............................................     2 ….....................................   
3...............................................
4..............................................     5.......................................... 
  6...............................................
7 ….........................................     8...........................................
 
4. Match:
 
1) strong                   a not old
2) weak                     b very sad, unhappy
3) tough                    c powerful and healthy
4) young                   d synonym for strong, difficult, hard
5) blue                      e lacking energy, power and health
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2. While-listening: 
 
Listen to the song again and complete the gaps:
 
Love ____________, love _____________,
love _____________, and _____________,
any heart, not _________________,
or _______________, enough
to take a lot of pain,
take a lot of pain
love is like a cloud
__________________ a lot of rain
love ______________, ooh ooh love hurts
I'm young, I ________________
but even so
I know a thing, or two
I learned, from you
I really learned a lot,
really learned a lot
love is like a ________________
it _______________ you when it's hot
Love hurts, ooh ooh love hurts
 
Some fools think of happiness
blissfulness, togetherness
some fools _______________ themselves I _______________
they're not foolin' me
I know it isn't true,
I know it isn't true
love is just a lie,
made to make you _________________
love hurts, ooh,ooh love hurts
ooh,ooh love hurts
 

[Guitar solo] [gi’ta:]
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3. After-listening:
1. What is grammar tense in this song? 
 
2. Find examples of the Present Simple Tense.
 
3. Find the example of the Past Simple.
 
4. Remember, what is “irregular verbs”? Give some examples.
 
5. Tick irregular verbs from the list:
    Put verbs in the past form:
tick Present Past

 to hurt  

 to guess  

 to scar  

 to wound  

 to hold  

 to play  

 to live  

 to burn  

 to learn  

 to think  

 to fool  

 to know  
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"Love Hurts" is the name of a song, written and composed by Boudleaux Bryant
Nazareth sang this song first time in 1975, it was the great hit.
Also Jim Capaldi, Roy Orbison, and Sher sang this song.
 

                          
 
Nazareth is a Scottish hard rock band, founded in 1968.
The band moved to London, England in 1970, and released their  debut album in 1971
In 1972 they released their second album “Exercises”  and became very popular in the 
UK.
In 1972 Nazareth supported Deep Purple on tour.
Nazareth became world-known in 1975, after their album “Hair of the Dog”
There were four members in the group:
vocalist Dan McCafferty
guitarist Manny Charlton
bassist Pete Agnew
drummer Darrell Sweet
In 2011 also there are four members with the same vocalist:
vocalist Dan McCafferty
guitarist Jimmy Murrison 
bassist Pete Agnew
drummer Lee Agnew
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Answers:
2.

V 1. hurt V 5. wound V 9.  guess

 2. break  6. suppose  10. believe 

V 3. think V 7. learn V 11. hold

 4. cheat V 8. burn  12. destroy

 
3. b.
1 burn 2 fool 3 guess 4 hold 5 hurt 6 learn 7 scar 8 wound
 
4. 1) strong      c             
    2) weak       e              
    3) tough      d              
    4) young     a              
    5) blue        b
 
Love hurts, love scars,
love wounds, and mars,
any heart, not tough,
or strong, enough
to take a lot of pain,
take a lot of pain
love is like a cloud
Holds a lot of rain
love hurts, ooh ooh love hurts
I'm young, I know,
but even so
I know a thing, or two
I learned, from you
I really learned a lot,
really learned a lot
love is like a flame
it burns you when it's hot
Love hurts, ooh ooh love hurts
some fools think of happiness
blissfulness, togetherness
some fools fool themselves I guess
they're not foolin' me
I know it isn't true,
I know it isn't true
love is just a lie,
made to make you blue
love hurts, ooh,ooh love hurts
ooh,ooh love hurts
[Guitar solo]
 



tick Present Past

 to hurt hurt

 to guess guessed

 to scar scared

 to wound wounded

 to hold held

 to play played

 to live lived

 to burn burnt

 to learn learnt (learned)

 to think thought

 to fool fooled

 to know knew
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